
Art 
Lowry was an artist who created the famous painting 
called ‘At the Seaside’.   
Lowry created landscape drawings and paintings of 
busy places with lots of people.   
A landscape piece of work is produced by creating 
the background first and then adding objects in the 
foreground.   
The background needs to be created first and objects 
in the foreground created afterwards.   
Lowry used oil paints and oil pastels to create his 
artwork.   
O’Keefe was a painter who was known for painting 
large flowers.   
Oil pastels never completely dry on the paper.   
When using oil pastels, to avoid unwanted smudging, 
do not rest your hand on the paper, use a paper tow-
el if you need to.   
To remove oil flakes from a picture, shake it into the 
bin.  
2 colours can be blended when using oil pastels by 
adding 1 colour on top of another.   
A filter can change a photo into art. It can change the 
colour, size and position. 

History 

People were coalminers in Castleford. 

Children worked in the mines. 

Mining is a major part of Castleford’s history. 

In 1909, LS Lowry began his love of painting.  

The figures he painted were called ‘Matchstick men.’ 

Lowry had many famous paintings.  

 

Computing 
BeeBots need coding to work.  
BeeBots use the controls left, right, forwards and 
backwards to make the BeeBot move.   
Bugs are errors that make the coding not work how it 
should  
Not everything you read on the internet is true   

Geography 

Locational knowledge 

There are 3 seas around the UK . 

 

Place knowledge 

Hornsea is a seaside town whereas Castleford is a town. 

Hornsea has a coastline. 

 

Human and physical geography 

Key vocabulary:  

key human features of Hornsea, including: walkway, muse-

um 

key physical features of Hornsea, including: sea, beach 

 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

We can use a map of Hornsea to help us find key places.  

Design Technology 
Design  
Talking through how the product will made 
 is part of being a designer.   
 

Make  

A plan includes what I will use and will need. 
Instructions need to be followed for the product 

to work. 
 

Evaluate  
Critique is to give positive feedback and ways 

forward to improve. 

Cooking and nutrition 

A healthy diet is important for our bodies.   

A recipe is an algorithm that is followed when 

cooking.  

Music 

Elgar was a classical composer from the past. 

Structure is the order of a piece of music. 

A piece of music has a beginning, middle and 

end. 

Notes are visual representations of music.  

Musicians will follow the notes so that they 

know what to play.  

Science 

Plants 

Plants can grow from seeds. 

They have roots, a stem, leaves and petals . 

Everyday materials 

Materials are used to make objects based on 

their properties.  

Animals including humans 

Animals have different parts to their body. 

We can identify an animal by its body parts.    

PE—indoor 

Indoor: Gymnastics rolls, Dance 

Forward rolls begin from a standing position.   

The head must be tucked under when forward 

rolling. 

A teddy bear roll begins by sitting on the floor.  

A pencil roll begins on the floor.   

A dance is made to match a story, piece of music 

or mood. 

Movements need to match the music, story or 

mood. 

RE 
Different people pray in different places.  

Worship means to pray.  

 Christians can pray in  a Church.  

 Hindus pray in a Temple  

 Muslims pray in a Mosque  

Jewish people celebrate Shabbat together.  

Shabbat is the Jewish day of rest.  

The place of worship for Jewish people is called a 

synagogue  

PHSE 
Physical Health and Wellbeing  

Being healthy means to look after your body and 

your mind.  

Being healthy can make you feel happy. 

Not all foods are healthy. 

Exercise can make you feel happy.  

Fresh air is important to stay healthy 

Sun cream can be used to protect your skin in the 

sun.  

Keeping Safe  

Following online rules is important when using the 

internet. 

An adult must be told when I see something online 

that makes me unhappy.  

Growing and Changing  

My strengths are what make me who I am.  

Mathematics 

Fractions—A quarter is one of 4 equal parts 

Name the months of the year  

Name most coins and notes when shown them. 

Half past – the minute hand points to the number 6 

Properties of shape 

Children can name the following shapes when they are shown to them: 

Cube 

Cylinder 

Cone 

Sphere 

English 

Warning tale toolbox: Character told not to do something, character does it anyway, something bad 

happens/character in trouble, problem solved 

Letter toolbox: Who letter is to – dear, to, greeting, written in first person, who letter is from 

Acrostic poem: New sentence on a new line, first letter of each line spells out a word, work linked to 

what the poem is about, first word of each line start with correct letter 

Wishing tale toolbox: Character wants to something, there is a problem, character overcomes prob-

lem and gets what they want 

Information text – fact file toolbox: Title, facts, picture/photograph, caption 

Shape poem toolbox: New sentence on a new line, create shape of what the poem is about 

 

Sticky Knowledge! 

The learning that should 
stick in your child’s 

memory! 



Welcome back after the holidays. We hope that you all had lots of fun and 

stayed safe. We are so pleased to see you back.  

Topic: Oh I Do Like to be Beside the Seaside. 

Key texts: Billy’s Bucket, Something fishy 

You can find us on the Twitter app or website. @glasshoughtonIA 

You can also contact us on Class Dojo and upload any homework tasks.  

 

Subject Specific Vocabulary 

Subject Word and definition 

Art Emotions—a feeling. 

Filter—allow you to control various creative effects. 

Computing  Code—program instructions.  

Bugs– an error in a program. 

Design Technology Critique—positive feedback and a way to improve. 

Healthy—in a good physical and mental condition. 

Geography Coastline—the land by the sea.  

Landmarks— an object or feature of a place. 

History Heritage—the history of a place.  

Generations—people born and living at the same time. 

Music Structure—the order of a piece of music.  

Notes—visual representations of music, 

PE—indoor Forward roll—a type of roll in gymnastics. 

Teddy bear roll—a type of roll in gymnastics. 

Pencil roll—a type of roll in gymnastics. 

PE—outdoor Forehand— a type of move within tennis. 

Backhand— a type of move within tennis. 

PHSE Hygiene—the practice of keeping clean to stay healthy. 

Sun safety—the practice of staying safe in the sun. 

RE Mosque—a Muslim place of worship. 

Worship—a form of religious practice. 

Science Identify— to recognise. 

Everyday materials—the use of different materials that objects are made from. 

Please also see www.glasshoughtoninfants.com for further vocabulary expectations for the term.  

Further information:- 

PE:-Both indoor and outdoor kits need to be brought in on a Monday and will be sent back home on 

a Friday.  

Library books need to be returned on a Monday please. 

Maths High Frequency and Phonics cards need to be returned everyday and reading books on a 

Thursday ready for them to be sent back out on  a Friday. 

On Thursday 7th July we will be going on our class trip to Hornsea as part of our Geography learning. 

These are our key texts for the term. 

https://www.literacyshed.com/something-fishy.html 


